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I. SUMMARY
During this terminal period of research in Transient Pressure
Measuring Methods, transducer evaluations in the laboratory and in test
rocket motors continued primarily on noncooled transducers in cooled
adaptors and on variations of the Princeton Small Passage Technique.
Late model Dynisco PT49CF transducers, that were evaluated
r],,_,_g _ previous rcscarch --:-_.......... p_Luu, are discussed herein since their
most recent modification had a direct bearing on the development of the
Dynisco model PTI34 transducers. Redesign and further development
of the model PTI34 transducers by the manufacturer during most of this
research period prevented the intensive testing needed to fully evaluate
this advanced water cooled, flush diaphragm transducer.
Several models of cooled adaptorsl on consignment for evaluation
from the Kistler Instrument Company, were recalled by the manufacturer
because of obsolescence before laboratory evaluations were completed.
These were replaced by new and improved models late in the period.
A study of the dynamic response of smallpassage connected trans-
ducers, as affected by passage length and volume geometry, was continued.
Work also continued on the digital computer analysis of the dynamic response
of pressure transducers to shock inputs. In addition, a special study was
made of the accuracy of heat transfer measurements with water cooled,
flush diaphragrn pressure transducers. Attention was given to transducer
mounting and installation problems, especially gaskets and sealing.
Rocket motor testing and work on improving equipment for the evalua-
tion of transducers in the laboratory was curtailed towards the end of the
period in favor of completing as many of the laboratory evaluations as pos-
sible prior to shipment of the laboratory equipment to Battelle Memorial
Institute where the evaluation willbe continued. Rocket motor tests will
be conducted beyond this research period.
_:i¸
Z.
II. TRANSIENT PRESSURE TRANSDUCER EVALUATIONS
The pace at which transducers were evaluated was set by the availa-
bility of transducers and the time required to pro,_ide satisfactory hardware
for installing the instruments in the laboratory equiprnent and the rocket
motors. Over twenty pressure transducers and transient pressure measur-
ing systems were started through the evaluation procedure in the course of
this research period. Selected preliminary evaluations of those instruments
on which laboratory testing was completed are included in this report as
A ppendix A.
A. Water Cooled Flush Diaphragm Transducers
Three models of this type transducer available for evaluation were
the Dynisco Models PT49 and PTI34 and the Elastronics Model EBL 6009N/P.
i° Laboratory Evaluation
a. Dynisco PT49CF
Two model PT49CF-ZM transducers of the latest design (Serial
Nos. ZI148 and 21Z08) were evaluated for the NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center. Design features, important in the development of the model PTI34
transducers, were studied including evaluation of the coolant passage design,
especially in the diaphragm area, the thoria-dispersed nickel diaphragm, and
the method of attaching the diaphragm to the transducer body.
A new and more rugged transducer body was also incorporated
in this design to help overcome the sealing problem. Maximum allowable
torque on previous models of the flange mounted PT49 transducers did not
provide sufficient gasket loading for proper sealing. A plot of transducer
output vs applied torque on retaining screws is found in the evaluation of
transducer Serial No. ZIg08 in Appendix A. Maximum allowable torque on
stainless steel screws with bearing washers but without lubrication was set
at 30 inch pounds since the plot suggests that this amount of torque carried
the transducer body to the stress-strain proportional limit and fu_'ther load-
ing may cause a yield to column action between the gasket flat and the retain-
ing flange.
.Zero drift, zero shift due to coolant pressure, and hysteresis
were negligible _x,ith excellent linearity displayed in the static pressure calibra-
tions of both transducers. Coolant flowrate and average coolant pressure were
increased 25 percent and 40 percent respectively above rated conditions estab-
lished for the previous PT49AF models.
A resonant frequency of approximately 25,000 cps was deter-
mined in the shock tube and although some irregularities did appear in the
. .................... u7ol
response to 10,000 cps in the Sinusoidal Pressure Generator.
-1 _2
A coolant temperature rise of 3.7-°F per Btu sec in of heat
flux was recorded at low heat flux values (1.5 to 3) in the laboratory, indicat-
I . -2
in heating an expected 80°F coolant temperature rise at the Z5 Btu sec"
flux level.
b. Dynisco PT134
The research period started with four prototype instruments
available for evaluation. All PT134 transducers were evaluated at an average
-Z -1
coolant pressure of 225 lb in gage and a coolant flow of 0. 080 lb sec
Coolant in all cases was distilled water supplied from a closed system pres-
surized with nitrogen gas. Coolant pressure rating was established by com-
paring flow data collected at various pressure levels and selecting the average
coolant pressure for which the coolant pressure drop vs coolant flow curve did
not shift more than 5 percent when average coolant pressure was increased
-2
50 lb in gage. Example; for the same coolant pressure drop, the coolant
flow curves of Figure 1 show a decrease in flow of 11.5 percent at an average
-Z
pressure of 275 lb in gage from that established at 225 psig and the selected
-1
flow rate of 0. 08 lb sec Maximum rated coolant flow was established at a
value considered to be safely below the flow cavitation level at rated average
coolant pressure. Four of the six samples available to date exhibited these
same coolant flow characteristics.
eCoolant Pressure Dro,p vs Coolant Flow
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eDuring a previous coolant flow and pressure test, in which an
earlier prototype PTI34 was tested to destruction, physical measurements of
the external transducer dimensions showed no growth or movement of trans-
_2
ducer body or diaphragm up to ZZ00 Ib in gage. Failure occurred when the
-2
inner coolant shell collapsed under pressure at approximately ZZZ5 Ib in gage.
A conclusion to be drawn from Figure 1 then is that some internal structural
movement is contributing to the coolant pressure drop across the transducer
Figure 2 is a display of coolant flow data at rated average cool-
ant pressure for several prototype PT134 transducers. The spread of data is
apparently a result of variations in the manufacturing process and currently
is considered to be of little consequence since no effect on transducer per-
formance was detected in the measurement of either steady state or transient
-Z -Z
pressures. Coolant flow calibrations at I000 Ib in gage and IZ00 Ib in gage
average coolant pressure and the effect of pressure applied to the diaphragm on
coolant flow are shown in Figure 3. The zero output shift of this transducer,
-2
caused by 1200 Ib in gage average coolant pressure, amounted to II percent
of full scale output as seen in the static pressure calibrations of Figure 4.
Static pressure calibrations of the PTI34 transducers, with
and without coolant flow, disclosed very good linearity and little hysteresis.
The average deviation in output from a computed best fit straight line did not
exceed 0. Z5 percent of full scale output even when calibrations were extended
to 1-1/Z times full scale.
Dynamic testing in the shock tube indicated resonant frequencies
ranging from 35,000 to 40,000 cycles per second. A flat response (+ 10%) up
to I0,000 cycles per second was obtained in the Sinusoidal Pressure Generator.
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c. W.lastronics Model EBL 6009 N/P
Previous work with this transducer, especially static testing,
was plagued by an exceedingly high drift rate. This problem was finally al-
leviated by the addition of new cabling, cleaning and sealing connections, and
making charge arnplifier adjustments. However, one of two units procured
for evaluation, failed electrically fromirtemal: coolant leakage while trying to
eatablished rated coolant conditions; tho _r_na ,,nit ¢=_I_ _Io_+_,=!1y _,._...
static pressure calibrations with coolant flow. Attempts to recover these in-
struments by cleaning and vacuum oven drying failed and they were abandoned.
Z. Rocket Motor Tests
a. Dynisco Model PT49CF
Burnout occurred on transducer Serial No. E1148 at the dia-
-i -Z
phragm to transducer body joint and at the 12 Btu sec in heat flux level.
Transducer body material burned away during testing in the transverse motor
under conditions of combustion instability in the first tangential mode. Since
heat fluxes at the same levelwere recorded for several rocket runs during
longitudinal instability tests, burnout was attributed to transducer body wall
thickness in a criticalarea. Transducer SeriaINo. 21208 suffered the same
type of damage, but not as extensive° A modification was made in which one
half of the wall material was removed and replaced with a press-fit copper
- I . -2
sleeve. Tests were then made under similar conditions at the 14 Btu sec in
heat flux level without injury to the transducer. This transducer later suc-
cumbed to electrical failure. However, sufficient information was gathered
from the evaluations to assist in the selection of coolant passage design, dia-
phragm material, and method of construction for the PTI34 transducers.
The Dynisco model PT49C transducer became obsolete during this period
and attention in the future will be directed toward the Model PTI34.
10,
b. Dynisco Model PTI34
The Dynisco Model PTI34 was the only advanced water cooled,
flush diaphragm transducer available for rocket motor tests during this period,
When coolant tube leaks and electrical failures occurred simultaneously on the
first two instruments tested, they were returned to the manufacturer for re-
pair and further modification. The hexagorml section of the transducer was
enlarged to 1.30 inches {across the points) to permit the use of larger coolant
tubes and a11ow for a more sturdy construction. Electrical failures were at-
tributed to coolant entering the upper transducer section when coolant tube
leaks developed. Signalleads were armored and sealed connectors installed.
This later version of the PTI34 appears in the FRONTISPIECE. In addition
to the above modifications, considerable time and effort was given by the
manufacturer to the problem of reducing heat transfer by ceramic-coating
the cylindrical bodies of some transducers and the diaphragms of others.
Rocket motor tests had previously indicated that a large amount of the heat
picked up by the coolant was from along the sides of the cylindrical portion
of the trar_sducer bodies.
Heat flux to Dynisco Model PT134 transducers averaged 1. Z
times that to a model PT49C monitor transducers in twenty rocket runs at
-i -Z
values ranging from 6 to 12 Btu sec in Tests were performed in which
t
rocket motor conditions were repeated with the PT134 and monitor trans-
ducers alternately placed in the same location in the chamber wall. Tests
in which monitor and test transducers were placed opposite each other in the
chamber were also repeated with transducer positions exchanged, In all cases
the PTI34 indicated a higher specific heat flux than the monitor transducer.
Steady state and transient pressure data was excellent during all rocket motor
testing. The redesigned PTI34 transducers were not forwarded in time for
evaluation before the end of this reporting period. It is hoped that significant
rocket motor test results can be presented in the final report.
11.
B. The Princeton Small Passage Technique
Several versions of this technique, both cooled and uncooled, with
different external dimensions appeared on the scene during this research
period. All gave excellent performance in the laboratory within their
limitations and rocket motor tests yielded quite favorable results.
1. Laboratory Evaluations
a. Aerojet-General Model HB3X-1 Adaptor
The HB3X-1 adaptor, shown in Figure 5, houses a Kistler
b_e_ designed .... _: -601A miniature quartz transducer and helium I
to this technique. The choked flow conditions, required of the helium
bleed system for satisfactory dynamic performance and passage cooling,
are controlled by a small jewel orifice. Repetetive orifice calibrations,
shown in Figure 6, provided the required helium supply pressure settings
throughout the evaluation. A plot of the static calibration is found in
Figure 7 and shows the typically linear output of the Kistler 601A trans-
ducer.
Meaningful results could not be obtained from the shock tube due to
anomalous thermodynamic effects in the small passage. Figure 8 shows
the dynamdc response in the Sinusoidal Pressure Generator with and without
the dynamic compensation offered by an L-R-C filter. The filter charac-
teristic is also shown in Figure 8 and a schematic of the circuit is found in
Figure 9. Amplitude response is seen to be flat (_ 10%} to 8000 cps when
dynamically compensated and effects on phase lag are still being evaluated.
The amplitude data always repeated and the irregularity in the response curve
at about 6000 cps is attributed to the method of introducing helium into the
small passage. In a study of the effects of passage length and geometry on
the dynamic response of small passage connected transducers, which is dis-
cussed below, the HB3X-1 configuration was duplicated except for the internal
design for the helium bleed. Response as determined from SPG data showed
no irregularities nor did photographed displays on a Panoramic sonic analyzer
at any test frequency.
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b. Aerojet-General Model HB4X-1 Adaptor
The HB4X-1 small passage adaptor is very similar to the
Model HB3X-1. Outline dimensions are the same and the same model trans-
ducer is used. Passage diameter has been changed, decreasing in steps of
several thousandths of an inch, and the helium bleed l_ssages have been
altered. Although the evaluation appears in Appendix A, the S1_3 curve is
presented as Fig_are I0 for con%pai°ison with performance of the Model HB3X-i
adaptor. Time did not permit the construction and calibration of a dynamic
compensating filter for this unit.
c. Kistler Model 616H
The 616H is a water cooled adaptor with an internal geometry
made to accommodate a cooled protective thermal barrier for a Kistler 601A
quartz transducer and a helium bleed. The slightly open curve and small
zero shift seen in the static calibration of the evaluation in Appendix A was
caused by an average zero output drift of 0.04 percent F.S. per minute.
Thermodynamic effects within the small passages have not permitted
accurate analysis of response data from a shock input to date. However, the
relatively large diameter and short length passage of the 616H should allow
a close approximation of passage acoustic response. The resonant fre-
quency of the short passage-protective barrier configuration with helium
bleed is about Z4,000 cycles per second. Amplitude ratio versus frequency,
as determined from $PG data, is reasonably flat to 7000 cycles per second.
It is not known at present whether output attenuation below 5000 cycles per
I
second is caused by the relatively large volume at the end of the passage,
the presence of the cooled protective barrier, or other effects.
d. Guggenheirn Laboratories Model GL0Z9 Cooled Probe Adaptor
Based on performance of the Guggenheim Laboratories GL017
Small Passage Technique Adaptor, in which a first resonant frequency of
18.
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FIGURE 10
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12,500 cycles per second and a flat response (+ 10%) to 3000 cycles per
second was realized, the GLOZ9 cooled probe adaptor shown in the FRONTIS-
PII_CE was designed to be readily installed in a variety of research and de-
velopment rocket thrust chambers. The unit was made at the Marshall Space
Flight Center and arrived at Princeton late in the research period for evalua-
tion. Although failure of the outer coolant shell prevented a full evaluation,
_,_,_L=_ _a_a wa_ _cumu_Leu to verify dynamic response comparable to
the GL017 adaptor. Figure 11 shows the GL029 adaptor approximately
double size and Figure 1Z is the Amplitude ratio vs Frequency curve de-
veloped from SI:K3 data. The unit was sectioned longitudinally to determine
the cause of failure and for possible redesign information.
Z. Rocket Motor Tests
All rocket motor run conditions were repeated as close as possible
and transducers undergoing test were monitored by a Dynisco model PT49C
transducer.
a. Aerojet-General Model HB3X-1 Adaptor
The rocket test data of Figure 13 shows a slight thermal drift
which, during the course of several rocket motor firings, could not be re-
duced by increasing the helium bleed flow. The helium bleed provided ade-
quate protection for the transducer diaphragm but, since neither rocket
motor or the adaptor were cooled, enough heat evidently reached the trans-
ducer to cause the drift. Although the thermal drift rate is low, accurate
steady state chamber pressure data can only be obtained when the device is
used in a regeneratively cooled chamber or provision made for cooling such
as in the GL029 adaptor. About 1 / 16 inch of the probe end burned away with
no apparent effect on passage response. Transducer output was com-
pensated with the L-RLC filter for this" test although little difference is noticed
in the Visicorder data between this and the uncompensated tests. The helium
bleed tube failed during subsequent testing temporarily preventing further
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accumulation of dynamically compensated data. Helium blee_l tube repairs
have been made and the unit has been scheduled for more rocket motor tests
with dynamic compensation.
b. Aerojet-General Model HB4X-1 Adaptor
Thermal drift, as seen in the rocket motor test data from the
HB4X in Figure 14, was very large for approximately 0. Z seconds after the
com[3"USL1U-'I 11"l:_L_LL)llLLy • LJ_x_._.,_x_a. '..,_ll._J. LJ._,' =
rium in the transducer system was reached at about 0.5 seconds. About
3/8 inch of the probe end eroded; again with no apparent effect on transient
data. Analysis of the first second of run time continues in an effort to learn
more about the effect of stepped diameter passages on dynamic response.
The damaged probe has been dressed to a shorter length for additional
rocket motor tests. The excessive amount of probe erosion is attributed
to the very thin wall at the probe end.
c. KAstler Model 616H
Coolant flow for the 616H, selected from coolant tests in the
laboratory, was found to be insufficient for rocket motor testing. Although
a flow of 0. 130 lb/sec provided sufficient protection against burnout, a
large thermal drift rate in transducer steady state output was experienced
along with a sudden and •very large shift at the start of combustion instability.
The latter was overcome by increasing the coolant flow until, at a flow of
0.244 lb/sec, the sudden shift in steady state output at the onset of com-
bustion instability was eliminated. Increasing coolant flow to 0. 409 lb/sec
overall
had little effect and a large, thermal drift persisted. Average coolant pres-
sure was maintained at 975 psig and helium bleed pressure at Z. 5 times
peak chamber pressure. The test data presented in Figure 15 was taken
with coolant flow at 0. Z44 lb/sec.
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C. Other Types of Transducers
Included in this section are two instruments which utilize different
techniques for increasing transducer heat transfer capabilities.
I. Laboratory Evaluations
a. Kistler Model 616A
The Kistler model 616A s_hown in the FRONT!SP_CE is a
passage co_liect_d _ransducer assembly in which the diaphragm of a Kistler
model 601A quartz transducer is located at the end of a very short passage
in a water cooled adaptor. The adaptor has a I/Z X Z0 mounting thread
running along 1 / Z inch of its 5/8 inch reach.
-iA coolant flow of 0. 126 lb sec was established at the manufacturer's
-Z
recommended 1000 lb in gage average coolant pressure. The linear output,
negligible hysteresis and low zero output drift, characteristic of the 601A
transducers, appear in the static pressure calibrations. Coolant flow at
constant coolant temperature and rated average coolant pressure had no
effect on transducer output, A peculiar response to a shock input was ob-
tained with the small passage filled with the nitrogen gas of the shock tube
test section making it difficult to determine resonant frequency of the pas-
sage. However, dynamic performance in the SPG was excellent. Low heat
flux testing indicated a negative thermal zero output shift of 0. Z percent F.S.
-1. oZ
per Btu sec in of total heat flux into the adaptor,
b. Photocon Model PRPZ00
The model PRPZ00 utilizes a semiconductor strain gage bridge,
bonded to a square reduced section of a 1 / 8 inch diameter solid metal probe
as a method of transduction. Strain, resulting from pressure applied to the
end of the probe, is transmitted to the piezo-resistive gages mounted on the
reduced section. Two small 0-rings near the end of the probe provide a
pressure seal.
Z7.
I
The static pressure calibrations in the evaluation of Appendix A have
been translated to zero output at zero applied pressure. Since the first plot
did not close at the end of a 4Z point calibration made from zero to _0001b
in -z gage, a second calibration was performed in which the process of apply-
ing pressure was reversed and the number of calibration points reduced to
18. Although indicated bridge current remained constant at 15 milliamperes,
sensitivity increased slightly and the calibration curve nearly closed at the
_.a .,_nt q._p p¢¢_t of a zero adjusting circuit on transducer output, used
to bring transducer output on scale, was suspected. A third calibration was
made in which the zero adjust circuit was removed and transducer output read
on a digital voltmeter. Results of the third calibration are accepted as the
static performance of the transducer at a constant bridge current of 15 milli-
ampe r e s.
A resonant frequency of approximation 26,700 cycles per second ap-
pears in the shock tube data with peak to peak oscillations equal to about one
half the pressure step. The acceleration test, in which the transducer was
protected from the shock wave by a steelplate, produced the same frequency.
A beat frequency of 5000 cycles per second, accompanied by very high ampli-
tudes, is seen in the data along with a frequency of approximately 100 kilo-
cycles at significant amplitudes. Oscillations of small magnitude also occur
at about i megacycle. It is impossible to accurately determine any one of the
several frequencies displayed in the shock tube data. Considering the time
increment associated with each oscillation in the data of photograph No. I of
the Appendix, transducer resonant frequency ranges from._5,000 to 40,000
cycles per second.
The unit was removed from its adaptor, concentricity and tolerances
were checked and 0-ring seals were replaced and lubricated. The unit was
-Z
reassembled and leak tested to 2-000 Ib in gage and shock tube tests were
repeated. Results of the repeated tests, found in photographs Nos. 5 and 6
of the evaluation in Appendix A, indicate that displayed dynamic performance
Z8.
is inherent in the transducer and not the result of improper mounting or adapta-
tion to test equipment. Although transducer output was greatly attenuated at
low frequencies as measured in the Sinusoidal Pressure Generator, amplitude
response was reasonably flat above 1500 cycles per second. This and the re-
peatability determined in the shock tube suggests the instrument may be cali-
brated and used for transient pressure measurements for very short runs in
research rocket motors.
2. Rocket Motor Tests
a. Kistler Model 616A
Preliminary rocket motor tests on the 616A adaptor, in which
a bare junction thermocouple replaced the transducer, indicated temperatures
exceeding allowable working temperatures for the transducer at heat fluxes as
-i . -2
low as 4.5 Btu sec in Although the 616A had performed in rocket tests at
other locations, with and without ablative compounds protecting the transducer
diaphragm, the instrument was set aside in favor of testing the advanced Kistler
transducer assemblies and scheduled for rocket motor tests beyond the research
period.
b. Photocon Model PRPZ00
Three rocket motor tests were made to check dynamic per-
formance, piston ablation, and 0-ring sealing under conditions of fully de-
veloped combustion instability. An increase in amplitude with time and con-
siderable thermal drift is displayed in the rocket test data shown in Figure 16.
No piston erosion or leakage occurred during the tests and 0-ring seals were
intact after removal of the unit from the chamber. The data of Figure 16 is
that recorded on the last rocket motor test. Growth in amplitude with time
is not as great as in the two preceding runs. Since test conditions were re-
peated for all rocket motor tests, analysis of test data continues in an effort
to find a satisfactory explanation for this change in dynamic response.
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III. OTHER WORK
A. Dynamic Response of Small Passage Connected Transducers
Development of the Princeton Small Passage Technique as a transient
pressure measuring device for use in liquid propellant rocket thrust chambers
has met with considerable success and several transducer assemblies which
utilize the technique are commercially available. Some of these are discussed
in this report. A study in the dynamic response of small passage connected
transducers, aimed etL.............. uf
was made to gain additional insight by adjusting various parameters and to
establish a pattern of calibrating devices employing the technique.
An uncooled version of the Guggenheim Laboratories G1029 Cooled
Probe Adaptor was selected for the study and modified to facilitate parameter
changes, particularly passage length and the small volume between the trans-
ducer diaphragm and the end of the passage. Figure 17 shows the GL030
adaptor and its component parts used for the study. Passage length was
varied by unscrewing one probe and replacing it with another of different
length. Helium mass flow was controlled by using different diameter orifices
and adjusting helium supply pressure. Volume at the end of the passage was
controlled by changing "gap" or distance between transducer diaphragm and
the end of the small passage. This was best accomplished by making the
helium bleed sleeve in two sections; a section containing the helium bleed
slots and a spacer section which could be machined to a prescribed length.
A formula derived from an analysis by Reardon and Waugh, which
predicts the response of passage connected pressure transducers, was modi-
fied to predict the resonant frequencies of various passage lengths and small
volumes. The formula is _found in Figure 18 with a theoretical plot of Passage
Length vs Resonant Frequency for a number of gaps or small volumes using
helium gas. Figure 19 is a plot for a range of gap dimensions (0:001 to 0. 013
inches) using helium, hydrogen, and nitrogen gases. A plot for typ_I - "_
combustion gases is found in FiEure 20.
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Tests were conducted with gaps of 0. 003 and 0. 013 inch. The smaller
gap is a minimum to provide proper transducer diaphragm clearance and
helium bleed flow. The larger gap was used to determine the effect of a large
volume on performance. Theoretical results were based on a simple circular
cross-section passage with a cylindrical small volume and assuming zero
damping. Test results and predicted resonant frequencies agree favorably.
Figure 21 shows test data for gaps of 0. 003 and 0. 01l inch at various __ssage
lengths with and without helium bleed iiow placed on a plot of predicted re-
sults. In the case of no helium bleed, a blank sleeve replaced the slotted
helium bleed sleeve.
An analysis of a system involving geometry which deviates from the
simple cylindrical case just presented would be tedious. Since changes in
geometry are small, qualitative tests will suffice to determine the effect of
geometry changes on performance. Changes in geometry involved a stepped
diameter passage, a 0. 003 inch chamfer and a shallow double cone chamfer
at the end of the small passage. Test results, compared with the simple
case for a passage length of 0.750 inch in Figure Z2, show that the two*
diameter probe increases the amplitude ratio and the true resonant fre-
quency, the 0.003 inch chamfer increases amplitude ratio for both bleed
flow and blank sleeve conditions and the double cone increases the amplitude
ratio and also increases the true resonant frequency from 9500 cycles per
second to 9600 cycles per second for the bleed flow case. A very interesting
result is that a two step diameter passage produces a resonant frequency con-
siderably higher than the predicted resonant frequency.
Another interesting result, previously mentioned and considered to
be of importance at this time, is how the method of admitting helium to the
small volume affects dynamic performance. The GL030 adaptor provided,
during the course of study, a check on the HB3X-1 adaptor. The HB3X-1
evaluation disclosed wave distortions and a resonance at very high amplitude
in the vicinity of 6000 cycles per second. The GL030 adaptor was assembled
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in the HB3X configuration except for the helium bleed sleeve which had four
very small bleed slots syrranetrically located to admit helium from a narrow
annulus machined on the outside of the sleeve into the small volume between
the end of the small passage and the transducer diaphragm. Helium was ad-
mitted directly to the small volume in the HB3X-I through a single bleed hole
as shown in Figure 23. Amplitude Ratio vs Frequency for both assemblies is
presented in Figure 24. A full report on this work (Princeton Aeronautical
_.,_r_,_ Report _To _9aq} ; ........ +1,, "_ _,.,_pa ........
B. Computer Analysis of the Transient Response of Pressure
Transducers to Shock In, puts
Work continued during this period on several methods for the evalua-
tion of transducers using pressure steps produced by a shock tube. Much ef-
fort was spent early in the period ona literature search that led to program-
ming three methods: straight line, staircase, and pseudo-rectangular pulse
for the analysis of a theoretical damped sine wave for amplitude ratio and phase
lag versus frequency. These methods have been tested for a variety of sampling
intervals (spacing} and number of cycles (truncation)with generally satisfactory
results for close spacing and little truncation. The methods will shortly be
used to evaluate the effects of increased spacing intervals and truncation on
the results. Two other methods called the triple differentiation method and
Fourier function method have been developed mathematically and are now being
programmed.
A damped sine wave derived from the theoretical curve has been hand
plotted and photographed for reading on an optical scanner which will provide
punched card input for the computer as a check on the trace and reading errors
encountered in handling the Polaroid photographs of the oscilloscope outputs
from the shock tube test of an actual transducer.
A large number of transducers have been tested on the shock tube and
the photographic results will be analyzed for amplitude ratio and phase lag by
the method found to be most suitable. It is hoped that the phase lag results
will be found to be useful as well as an improvement in amplitude ratio results.
The complete work will be presented in Princeton University Aeronautical
Engineering Report No. 595s, soon to be published.
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C. Heat Transfer Measurements with Water Cooled Flush
Diaphragm Transducers
The feasability of using water cooled flush diaphragm transducers as
heat flux gages depends largely on the ability to determine extraneous heat
fluxes or that part of the total recorded heat flux contributed by heat flow
through the transducer body. Laboratory tests at low heat flux values, using
re_o!ed copper a_er_bly to control transducer environment, an o_y-acetylene
torch for heat input and Dynisco model PTi34 transducers as a heat fiux gage,
indicated 15 to 45 percent error in heat flux measurements when using the
transducer diaphragm area as a heat transfer area.
Heat flux was determined by measuring coolant flow, coolant tempera-
ture rise, using a coolant heat capacity of unity and the transducer diaphragm
area as a heat transfer area to provide a uniform base for heat flux compari-
sons. Results of over 40 test runs yielded lateral heat flow {heat flow through
transducer body) values ranging from 12 to 43 percent of the total recorded
heat flux.
An extensive series of rocket motor tests, in which rocket test condi-
tions were repeated, were made with three model PT134 transducers. For a
given transducer for nearly identical test conditions, heat flux data agreed
within 7 percent and among the three transducers showed agreement within
9 percent. This series of tests was made in a large diameter cylindrical
motor where heat transfer is expected to be the same along a circumferential
element of the inner chamber wall during fully developed transverse combus-
tion instability and transducers placed along this element should receive the
same direct heat flux. Based on a temperature difference of 200°F between
rocket chamber wall and transducer coolant, calculated lateral heat flow in
1 -2
the PT134 amounted to 16 percent of the 8 Btu sec ° in total heat flux re-
corded. Total heat flux was consistently 11 percent higher than that indicated
by a monitoring PT49C transducer. This was expected since the transducer
2
body heat transfer area of the PT134 is 1.18 in compared to the PT49 area
Z
of 1.08 in .
Laboratory tests at low heat flux levels showed a Z0 percent greater
heat transfer with a transducer to adaptor clearance of 0. 0005 inch than with
a clearance of 0. 0065 inch. Evidently the clearance between the transducer
and the chamber wall acts as a thermal barrier during steady state conditions
and may account for some extremely high indicated lateral heat flows (65%
of total heat transferred to coolant), previously reported for the Dynisco
model PT134, during combustion instability when hot gases are being "pumped"
Engineering Report No. 595r is currently in preparation,
D. Transducer Gaskets and Sealing
A solution to the problem of sealing transient pressure measurin_ trans-
ducers involves several factors. As instruments become smaller in size, pres-
sure sealing is reduced but manufacturing very small gaskets to perform in ex-
treme temperature environs and which will remain resilient enough to seal an
expanding and contracting joint becomes increasingly difficult. The method of
retaining a transducer in its cavity along with transducer geometry and rugged-
ness dictate to gasket geometry and gasket loading. A number of shapes and
materials serve well, regardless of size, as "one-shot" gaskets or for repeated
testing where environmental conditions are mild and hold fairly constant. How-
ever, for service in advanced rocket booster engines, where hard starting, high
pressures, and extreme temperature changes are prevalent, special gaskets
are required.
Sealing was recognized as a major problem early in Transient Pressure
$
Measuring Methods Research. Several materials in various shapes performed
successfully in research rocket motors where the limiting factors of trans-
ducer size and geometry, operating pressures and temperatures, and relia-
bility requirements were not too severe. As operating conditions became
increasingly severe, efforts to find or developa new gasket increased.
A coordinated effort with the Flexitallic Gasket Company of Camden,
New Jersey was initiated to develop a seal fashioned after that company's
431
spiral wound gasket, a type of seal which has performed remarkably well in
a wide variety of applications for many years. A number of gaskets were
made to fit the Dynisco model PT49AF transducer. Gasket construction was
of 304 stainless steel wrap with asbestos filter designed to seal while flexing
0. 010 inch. The maximum allowable torque of 30 in-lb on the transducer re-
taining screws did not provide sufficient gasket loading for the degree of gas-
ket hardness, a lin_iting factor which persisted .with a!! of the PT49 models
(see plot of Transducer Zero Output vs Applied Torque for transducer
PT49CF-2M, S/N 21208 in the evaluations of Appendix A ). Gasket loading
was calculated for non-lubricated, stainless steel in steel screw threads
with standard steel washers for bearing and a new gasket was designed
about this criteria by Flexitallic. Gasket construction was of stainless
steel wrap with teflon filler and of such hardness that sealing against
Z000 psi nitrogen gas pressure at ambient temperature was realized at
Z0 in-lb of torque on each retaining screw. The gasket yielded to loading
at 22 in-lb, was compressed 0.010 inch at 30 in-lb of torque on each screw
and returned to original thickness after a full static pressure calibration on
the transducer. No leakage occurred in rocket motor tests up to 1200 psi
channber pressure and rocket wall temperatures up to 450°F and the gasket
was accepted for use with the Dynisco PT49 transducers. Gaskets of I/ 16,
1/10, and I/8 inch thickness, designed to locate the transducer diaphragm
with respect to the inner chamber wall (from flush position to I/ 16 inch
recess}, were also tested with very favorable results. Several gaskets
showed no signs of leakage or deterioration after more than twenty rocket
firings. An array of gaskets for other transducers, all of which gave ex-
cellent performance, appear in Figure 25.
0 -  
IV. CONCLUSION
Laboratory evaluations of transient pressure transducers that are
currently available and prototypes of advanced models show a considerable :o
capability for measurement of dynamic pressures according to various tests
conducted as part of this research. The results must be compared with
tests in rocket motors during transient and oscillatory combustion to estab-
lish the correlation between data taken in the laboratory and in actual use.
Although recent transducers and new techniques show a significant
improvement in the capability for making satisfactory measurements of
dynamic pressures in rocket thrust chambers, much remains to be done
in the development of instruments and their associated systems. Addi-
tional work is needed on laboratory evaluation techniques to develop the
apparatus and its operation. More work is needed on the theoretical and
analytical aspects of data acquisition and reduction as well as the handling
of the signals. The severe environment and restrictive mounting condi-
tions involved in rocket test and operation must be recognized as primary
factors in successful transient pressure measurement.
A further discussion of these conclusions will be found in the final
report.
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B. Cooiant Testinq (cont'd)
Return © olant lines to original position and repeat item 2 at
increasing average coolant pressure in 50 psi increments until
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B. Coolant TestinQ (cont'd)
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8. Static Testinq
If procedure has been interrupted, repeat Item BI and B4.
Completely purge coolant passages of water with dry nitrogen
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oC. Static Testing (cont'_)
Establish rated coolant flow and repeat Item C3. Be
sure zero pressure output has stablized before proceeding.
Seat transducer diaphragm. Computing identification ZO_?_..
Ascending Out-
put Voltage .
(mY)
. /, q/
3-e_--
...._._0
7,f •
/0, 8-r-.
/z.._ ¢"
l_,._o
/'6 .#-,r
17.,_6
_o
2..,_/.l o
2 ,£77 z..
Z7,_z
&.
tn
L
CL
O)
10
Applled
Pressure
(psig)
0
v
.....
U
<_
I:
9_o
t (¢,o
?'/eo
I _o0
N/'Cb
/ C'oo
/60o
. _?oo
,,_oo
/SOo
"%..,_,0"0
I
L
E
"0
r.
I1)
U
m
Descending Out-
put Voltage
(mV)
4*?G
7,7_
Iz.,_g-
/ "2.a'-u
/@. _--o
"Z._o"_
2__G 0-0
.....a-E, '_ ,f"-
S., t, .I.
'Initltal
Time
,_nd Date
17,¢3_
_0.41 F PTS.
IDENTI FICATION
2fl84
SLOPE
1 • 5_198_5E-_2
Y-I NTERCEPT
• 421 861 47
0
A-f1
C. Static Testing (cont'_)
5. Duplicate Item C4 to determine repeatability. Seat transducer
diaphragm. Computing identification 9_A._I'--£"
Ascending Out-
put Voltage
! +9!
3. _!
q+s _
-qt
vq
°I.V_
+ /o._],
• I
_ / 2. Z,_
Is.
13",-_ "_'
wj_'- 'Po
l_.g"? ..
Z7, z_
Applied
Pressure
(psig) l
U_
{:_ c-
U m
<E
i _ t zo,¢>
r /300
/ _roo
/_
/qoo
Descending Out-
put Voltage
(mY)
3, V&'-
f l . ,:>o
/Z.6"___
___Lq.o :
__o,0____
"z.V. VI_
--"-'---t
22. V&,
,
.Initial.
Time
and Dete
NO. OF
_42
+
PTS. IDENTI FI CATION
2_85
SLOPE
I .4986298E-_2
Y-I NTERCEPT
•4458441 5
AVG. DEV.
6-98638111-_2
A-12
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D. J_ynamlc Testin.q (cant'd)
Shock Tube Testing
a. _nstall the transducer in accordance with instructions dated
2 June 1964 for coolant flow and static testing.
Transducer Locatlon_J -_. Diaphragm Position (/._A
, ,,, , ,,,
b*
C.
Establish coolant flow through the transducer and allo,
adequate warm-up time.
Insert a burst disc in the shock tube and proceed
according to Instructions dated 5 June 1964.
Test Gas _- Test Pressure _,_ . psia
Driver Gas _ Burst Disk slle _ . psi
d. Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camera
and record the following information
Date Time
:. , . •
Picture
No.
Vert.
Sans.
Horjz.
Sans.
Test
Section
Pressure
psla
l.v -
Burst
Pressure
psla
e. Insert ¼ inch thick stee plate between tube flanges ahead of
transducer and repeat Item d.
Picture
No...
L
Vert.
Sens.
Date T i me Horiz.
Sens.
Test
Section
Pressure
psma
Burst
Pressure
psla
Other Data:
Initial'-
and Date
, ,=
, i,
Tube 
t Picture Eo. 
Vert. Sens. ==&-=- 
Sweep  ate j y o A s i L  
R i s e  Tinre 
Nat'l Fteq,(-L 2 3 - m  % 1 
2, Picture Eo. 
Vert .  sens. L X V / L  
%epRate ZOA/C.LI 
Rise Time 
Nat'L Frcq. 
Picture  N r  . 
V e r t .  Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rise Tinre 
Nat ' 1 Freq. 
9.5 
A-13 
Dyz?a?dc Tests 
9.5 
A-14 
iii Shock Tube 
P i c t u r e  No. 3 
V e r t .  Sens. 2 % V / L  
I 
R i s e  Time 
P i c t u r e  Eo. 4 
Vert. Sens. T\V!L 
Sweep Rate lo AS!,.- 
R i s e  Time 
P i c t u r e  Ns. 
Vert. Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rise Time 
N a t  ‘1 Freq. 
D. Dyn_nic Testtnq (cont'd)
3. Sinusoldal Pressure Generator
ae Znstall the transducer in the generator ch_lmber. Establish
coolant flow and al low adequate warm up time,
_r p_essure 2- 3
Diaphragm position _.lvS_, . .
I.
b. At esch excitation frequency record output level
channel as indicated on the volt meter.
Frequency Monitor Output
(:kcps), mv
, /
,_j.;
/3o
?
i C"_
for each
Test Output
mv
/5-
/Z_,3
//
_,3
Iniflal
Time
andDste
IO
A-16
N
II,
A-17
I •
E.
, ,. , , ,,, '" ,_ , -_ , ,. ,. , ,
Open Flame Test
Heat Transfer Testinq
al Install transducer in test apparatus and proceed according
to instructions dated
Diaphragm position _F/_ _, .
b. Check coolant supply level.
c. Ice cold junctions and check instrumentation.
d. Establish coolant f!ow and allow adequate warm-up time.
e. Prescribed operatlon conditions:
Avg. coolant pressure, pd = /?_psig. AT instrument
range _, _'_
Transducer body temp .3 _lKt'_ D _• my. Transducer position, in.
1,5-
Approximate heat flux _ BTU/in2sec
Dw gas _ CFH, __ psig Fuel gas ,._0 CFH /0 psig
f. ' Get data points I and 2 below. Ignite torch and complete
test• i
Hold coolant pressure throughout test.
Date
Point
I
Coolant off
2
Coolant on
!
3
Heat on
4
Both off
Coo I ant
F low
Cps .!
0
Izl,(o
Tin
mv
o,_
Transducer Output
°v
6,4L
0
Note: Attach _T trace to this form
/,k 6 c"7/..._..___,
Initial
Time
and Date
A --
A-18
12.
2.
E. _l_a# TransTer _es_iqq
. .'_ • .
Open Flame Test
, ,&
a. Instal I transducer Intest apparatus.
Diaphragm position
Initial
Time
and Date
•
, ,_ . ,, , , ...... , ,
b. Check coolant supply level.
....... , ,
c. Ice cold junctions and check instrumentation.
d. Establish coolant flow and allow adequate warm-up time.
e. Prescribed operation conditions:
Avg. coolant pressure, pd = ITS pslg. AT instrument range _ti_
• ., -- t(,_" D_,_Transducer body temp, 3_____mv. Transducer posi ti on, i n.
Approximate heat f I ux ::_BTU/i n2sec
Ox gas _ CFH, ___.j)sig Fuel gas _-- CFH I Z psig
Get data points I and 2 below. Ignite torch and complete
test. N.B. Hold coolant pressure throughout test.
f.
Date
Point
I
Coolant off
& ......
Coo
F low
cps
0
t z.l, zI
lant
Ti nmv
2
Coo lant on
Transducer Output
o,GO
O.zt Z-
, ,,i
0.1
mv _-*.,._.,o.
• -
,, ,, ,,
" I
- =
3
Heat on
4
Both of f
Not.._e: Attach AT trace to thls form
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT Off AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAL SCIENCES
GUGGENHEIM LABORATORIES FOR THE AEROSPACE PROPULSION SCIENCES
FORM NO. 93e
JP-24 LABORATORY EVALUATIOn_ _ PROCEDURE FOR CURRENT WATER-COOLED FLUSH DIAPHRAGH
nums Im,r m SSU En A SDUCERS
Type of Transducer: f_/r--_r_f I_r.Q/._ _aL,q-e
Manufacturer: 07_1 _'e_O = Model: P'rt_ Q-- /,O"/_1. Serial:
Othe_ Data: - 0 .,.! .Or "_/ a"_ " _¢_'e ffL 4f
Requested by : Conduc ted by :_
Approved by:
Date Start: Date Stop: d'_ _" _-_ "_
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A. Inspection
I. Inspect transducer, especially foz flaws or damage with a
stereo-microscope and Zyglo as necessary, noting c;acks, dents,
imperfect welds, etc. (Attached photos or sketches as required)
2. Measu:e transducer for compliance with ou_ line drawin%. Note
deviations :
. Measu_-e leakage resistance from all active pins to ground
using the volt-ohm:,sto Leakage resistance =
megohm.
. For strain gage type transducers, measure resistances using the
Wheat stone bridge.
Input resistance = _ _ 2. ohms.
Output resistance = _ 3 0 ohms.
Initial
Time
Date
i
6-,7-CS
H, ,. ,
B. Coolant.. Testi_
I I I
1, Install transducer in s.tatic test system in accordance with.
. tnetructious dated _.June "64-for cg_lant _o_ tests and
static pressure calibratlons. . Use L_p- ...__flttlngs,
coolant Islet filter, coolant outlet slght-glass, and-selected
gaskets.
These fittin_s.are to remain on transducer throughout
"-" the evaluation. Connect transducer co instruments and
auxiliary equipment. Follow manufactu_:er's pcocedures
for. the adjustment of aUX£1ia_-y equipment and,allow
reccu_ended warm-up time.
Transducer gasket __;£ Adapter gasket
Ap- Ar set No. tO _x, torque; /._ tn, lb,
- . i ifll ii
_or_ue, in. lb. 0 IleO ..
o.Lp.t, _,,, ._i,6¢ .
Auxillary equipment, Serial-No(s) and control settlers
asm._mmms..mmsmmam.
n | |i i i i i |i i ill
2, Attach coolant and lnetrumentatto;_ lines for coolant flow rate
vs pressuredrop Lest at raced average coolant pressure of
_e___pslg"
2.
Initt ai
Time
Date
I I I I
i i I
,l.._ter _.al _;o. PO _tO,:3 . F*o,,_te_ Co,,.tontIO9._g- g,.f
Pin Pout p_P. ' '" Trsnsd;.'_"er " Coolant ....Coolant Flov " Outpu_ Yeaperature
psi. pllg. in roUt ,,CP" I pp, _ I psi_ .V I Or
o 0 ..0 . o. 0 ;;4n c,, , _.s'o •rv.e _.t_ -,.,_ 2.7, ,., ..
3t'_ ? o ' _i 0 P4/ .e?71 _.,,,e3#._;.s",, ,,
._M 9 • Z ? o ,'/_, ,,_/.<.. ,. ,. ,, .. '
348 l ! O 2 3 O 71,_. ,oiLsT '" ,' ,' .......,, ....
3 zo _So I ._ o .... 6_ 3 _.¢'_lt ,,,.,2 z _,. ,. ....
0 • 0 , 0 0 " ta,,rL 0 ", ,.

A-22
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B. Coolant Testin_
5. Repeat item 3.
Pin Pout
psig psig
0 0
0 0
AP
P.in-Pout
0
0 0
Coolan_ Flow
cps Ipps
0 I 0
0
Transducer
Output
mv Ipsig
I
Coolant
Temperature
mv I OF
l
6. Disconnect signal lead and repeat item A3. Leakage
resistance _ .
,
.
Connect signal lead and leave transducer energized. Report
coolant test data.
Tag transducer 2or coolant conditions as follows:
ao Inlet Pressure 3_O psig.
b. Outlet Pressure _O psi_.
c. AveraIe Coolant Pressure 2_" psig.
d. Coolant Flowrate ,08. Ib./sec.
e. Inlet tube as deter-mined by items B2 and B4.
N.B. All testin, u:_less specifically directed otherwise, is
to be carried out under the above conditions until the
transducer is re-evaluated.
, With coolant flowing observe zero reading during a one hour
period at 5-minute intervals. Report any significant shift
Time
of day
in zero.
f Outputmv
4o._B
8t
_f
_ IO,IS
I [ Timeof day I Output I I Timemv of day
io;_.o _.o._,_
lie
o.6 7
,#
It:oo
Output
mv
+O.&7
o.&&
Bf
II, I..%" ""
_'-/7- _,:;
g-/
1.
2.
3.
!fI,PTS.
"/F2
e, Static Testln_
- _ . II I A +., I L " - -',¢'.H I P I lilt l i+
Completely purge coolant passages of water with dry nitrogen
gas from static test panel at 20 psig max. Leave coolant line9
disconnected,
Apply ___0-0 psig to transducer. Insert on appropriate
voltage divider to bring output on the calibrator scale.
O!v!der ratio = _ . Release applied pressure.
Apply pressure in l_rf} : psi steps %oZOl_psig and return
in equal Steps to zero pressure.
Care must be taken%o approace each pfessure in the partic-
ular direction of travel to avold any masking of hysteresis
Qr other e_fects.
Computing Identification
Ascending _
Pressure Output
(mv)
÷o.&_
. 2.7 Z,.
+.?-2
.
_.7z
/o.?o
/z._ _"
....14.F,P
Zq 7_-
.... __
_,.+s--c.....
3o,#_ _
_,4..q @ _
36,,.,'-¢
3,":.,q7 .. _
zlo.q _ _
/z/,,/,
Appl ted
Pressure
(psig):
Descend ieg
Pressure output
(my)
... o tO,_q .
.,+.,+.+r' -
,..q+.'-_ • .' • ,r:.(, 7
.+-o_ lq _,_,,
,.+ / (, _ , ,_.w,p ,
. o-o . J _-,_.
,_.ao :, zz_'3
- / 3._ 2 g,,5"z. .-
/,__'ao _ _ 3 o_-
,m
/6 0-o 3 2.._-I
, , 17r_ 34.,.,'-a
/ pr_ , ,, 3 6._
/ f.._-a _ a._,+
.... _Lo¢_ _ .qo.q _ ,,
+ - ........ ,-,..-..d
iffltlal
andDate
j._t,
........ --- ...... L ..............
ID SLgPE
1211 . 19882597E-01
Y-INTERCEPT
.70549783E+00
AVE. DEV.
.36514836E-01
C. Static Testin_ (cont'_)
Establish rated coolant flow and repeat Item C3. K.ke certain
that zero pressure output has stabllzed before proceeding.
Seat transducer diaphragm. Computing Identification /,l/._ ,,,.
Ascending Out-
put Voltage
(mY)
- _}6
-
"/_o3
ilml
t_¢
,'.,g'.,_O
/ _,,,jc
._._z..
2 _J
.z _;/o
,,,L
J 7__PJ
Applied
Pressure
(pslg)
.:... 0 .
/_,
. J,_
c_
'" _I:_ "
g II_ 8
_ i z.#'_ ..
_r'_
Descending Out-
put Voltage
(mY)
4-0,01
IOO._
zZ_
'lnitltal
Time
and Date
' I
l
:_'l1 o PT S •
z+2
ID
1212
SLOPE
•IgR737nlE-O].
_ • • __
Y-INTERCEPT
.R4632034E-O 1
AVE. DEV.
• 25354627E-fll
iA-25
e
"5. Oupl Icate Item C4 to
dlaphragm.
Ascending Out-
put Voltage
I A $"l l
L, o6
_o9
_ /oo 3
_ i2..o/
,,=
i
_/.8-9,
2-3,_0
2X_
2.Zinc
jx._,2.
_ Z,e-L
C. Static Testing (cont[_)
I _ i .... i I II _ ,-,
determine repeatablllty, Seat _ansducer
Computing Identification /2_/._,, .
App I led i
Pressure I(pslg}
_ ,0 I
, ,|
l_'o ....
2.. o'_
Descending Out-
put Voltage
(mV)
AP_
• 2.05
iit ,
®' " 1 _
,1o ¢_.)
' 12.-0"0
i:
!t_ ,)o-_
• /_-a
/_-o_
•;. 232z
.z :;,,?,/
_ d?_.#)
l? _a __
lj-_-e
.=.
Z_lre
•Initial-
Tim
and Date
I
i'tF t. PT So II)
1213
SLOPE
• 1987_493E-01
Y- ! NT ERC EPT
.5RgS26S3E-O1
AVE. DEV.
• 2126924;_E-01 ,:
_,-26
A_27
{
i.tl :
;..?'
'i2,-
?,-
c
._Ce-
_[.',
2g
9l
D. Dynamic Te,stln_ (cont'd)
Shock Tube Testing
a. Install the transducer in accordance wlth instructions dated
2 Jlune 1964 for coolant flow and static testing.
Transducer Location_=__L_Diaphragm Position FI _ 5 4
bo Establish coolant flow through _,,,=+,,_,,_._.,_ and _i_.!ow
Co Insert a burst disc in the shock tube and proceed
according to Instructions dated 5 June 1964.
Test Gas _._ . Test Pressure 6" 3
Driver Gas _ E_-st Disk size _--_o
dl
psia
psi
Initial '
Ti ;,_
md Date
e.
Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camer_
and record the following information
Date 1
Time Picture
No.
Vert.
Sens.
c(
Noriz. I Test
Sens. I Section
IPressure
/o., ¢,q.
Insert ¼ inch thick steel plate between tube flanges ahead of
transducer and repeat Item d.
Date Time Picture I Vert. I Horiz. Test
No.,: ....I Sens. I ._.ens. Section
; i ! . Pressure
- ps/a
, ,- /o ,. (, _/
• l _ l;
Other Data: ' : -
: _i
Burst
Pressure
prsla
21,
BurstPressure i
psla ..
_-,' 5" ._
d-za :"
Ill .
D p a c  Tests in Shock Tube 
Rise Time 
Eat'f Freq. 
Picture N-. 
Vert. Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rfse T h t e  
Nat'l Freq. 
Picture N:. 
Vert. Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
R i s e  Time 
Nat'l Freq. 
A-30
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D. Dynamic Testim_z {corer'd)
3. Sinus'oidal Pressure Generator
, I '_,, ,, ' I _,,, II 1
a, Instsll the trausducer in the generator chamber. Establish
coolant flow and allow adequate warm up Rime.
Plenim Pressure /O _l) psig Chamber Pressure _S _ pslg
Test Gas _/_//_ Diaphragm Pos_tlon_
b. At I000 cps, check peak to peak chamber pressure framcut-
put cf =enitor transducer and average chamber pressure
fr__ b_th test and monltor transducers.
Pc' testZ_'O _Dsig Pc,llon. 2_ pslg pk-pk _._ psi£
, , .i [., ,
c. At each excitation frequency record output level for each
channel as
Frequency
(kc_s)
6
?
indicated n the volt meter.
_!oni_r Output
m_
ii ,i, i
47_"o
.2.(,o--o
/9_-o
/bo-o
//7_-
/o._o
• YTJ-
Test Output
m_
4o-O
4o_
//zJ-
/00-
l
i= i i
a b'-'o
/0-7.,C
/zj-
w /
i Initial
Time
Date _
6-_4S
. .[ i
/
..... " ' ' ...... T
li
!
..!i
l!
q
.+' :
i :
; ]
:ri
! ;
+'-i
!.
i
-'t '
!-
--+--
' ?
_L
_--L--
!q-.
k4-
1:1:
A-31
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E. _eat Transfer Testinq
I. Open Flame Test
a. Install transducer in test apparatus and proceed according
to instructions dated ,_ // ""
Diaphragm position_
.... ., , , .
b. Check coolant supply level.
c. Ice cold junctions _nd check instrumentatlon.
d. Establish coolant flow and allow adequate warm-up time.
.... , J,,_
e. Prescribed operation conditions:
Transducer tody temp. _, _ my. Transducer posltio,, _____in.
Approximate heat flux iA_5- BTU/in2sec
Ox gas ___.._Z- CFH, _ psig Fuel gas _ 0 CFH IO psig
f. Get data points I and 2 below. Ignite torch and complete
test.
Hold coolant pressure throughout test.
Data
Point
I
Coolant off
2
Coolant on
3
Heat on
4
Both of f
Coolant
Flow Tin
c,s I mv
Transducer Output
-- O,,,,_,q
_2,7 0.7
0,7
--0,_/
--o, 60
psi
Initial
Time
,.and Date
Attach _T trace to thls form
-_.z,'t/,
...-.---,.
I,.,5
A-33
_. Heat TransTer ]es_Jnq
Open Flame Test
a. Install transducerintc_t apparatus, l-
Diaphragm position __ _
b. Check coolant supply level.
..... ...... ,
¢. Ice cold junctions and check instrumentation.
, ..
l
d. Establish c_iant flow and allew adequate war,Trup ti,T_.
e. Prescribed operation conditions:
.=
Approximate heat flux 3 BlIJlin2sec
Ox gas ____CFH, __._psig Fuel gas _ 0 CFH / _) psig
Get data points I and 2 below. ]=nite torch and complete
test. N.B. Hold coolant pressure throughout test.
Data
Point Flow
cps
Coolant
T.
in
mv
Transducer Output
psiImy !
I
Coolant off -- (9, _ 0
2
Coolant on £ 2,q 07 -0._ & --/3
3
Heat on _' _ O, 7 --.-/, _'2.. --q _
4
_th off - O, & !
l
Note: Attach AT trace to thls form
t_ /,63
initial
Time
and Date
, .,,
/_-z_ EE
FORM NO. 93e
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT off AEROSPACE AND MECHANICAL _ENCItN
GUf',_,ENMEIM |.ABORATOR[EN FOR Tile AEROSPACE PROPULSION SCII.M_ES
JP-24 lABORATORY EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR CURRENT WATER-COOLED FLUSII DIAPI_RAGM,
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TRANSIENts, PRESSUR£ _TR_ANSDUCERS
•,pe o__ransducer: if'd/l'" _al/l _',_,,'/_ro _qA_ ,, S...//pq._._,, __,.
Manufacturer: _.1_04_- _...el-Q/P_..lqodel: //_ 4X--, Serial: ._ _rO/.
Other Dat_:
Requested by: _3_ _ _- C _ Conducted by: __/el______
Approved by: __ _
Date StarL: Date Stop: _--3a"_ _"
.
o
Q
o
A. Inspection
r
Inspect transducer, especially for flaws or damage with a
stereo-microscope and Zyglo as necessary, noting cracks, dents,
imperfect welds, etc. (Attached photos or sketches as required).
e =6,
bleasuce transducer for compliance with outline drawin:;. Note
deviations : -,.............
Measure leakage resistance from all active pins to ground
using the volt-ohmyst.. Leakage resistance =
Initial
Time
Date
d' - _-_'.-g&
megohm.
f
For strain gage type transducers, measure resistances using the
Wheatstone bridge.
Input resistance = _ , "ohms.
/
Output resistance = ohms.
, i , i ii ii
A-35
e
ii
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B. Coolant Testin_
Install transducer in static test system in accordance with
instructions dated 2 June '64 for coolant flow tests and
static pressure calibrations. Use LAp- AT fittings,
coolant inlet filter, coolant outlet sight-glass, and selected
gaskets.
LILL_,,_S are to r_in on transducer +k_ughou_
the ov_l,,nr_nn. C.onnprt transducer to instruments and
auxiliary equipment. Follow manufacturer's procedures
for the adjustment of auxiliary equipment and allow
recommended warm-up time.
Transducer gasket 7"_IO_ Adapter gasket _/_/__'_//_
/_p- AT Set No. - Max. Torque _ O in. lb.
Torque, in. lb. 0 lO _-0 _0 _0 b-O gO 70 _0 qO
Output, -m_ V ,0_3 . ,075
lnitt al
Time
Date
./ if
0 O, 0 0
Auxiliary equipment, Serial No(s) and control settings
• v f •
Pr,._.6. ,_,.,I,_.A R,,__,.,_,.,I, l_,;.k/ ¢or.L.,o4_,. hL,L,I CS-3.1
ure drop Lest at rated average coolant pressure of
ig.
Flow Meter_ _ . Flow Meter Cons_
Fin Pout __'_ C6ola'_T_ Flow Tra_d;c_r /_°_atntre
I
A-36
5.
L
NO.PTS.
42
Completely purge coolant pBssages of water with dry nitrogen -_
gas from static lest panel at 20 pslg max. Leave coolant lines
disconnected_ ............
Apply _00 0 psig tO transducer. Inserf on appropriate
voltage divider to bring ou.tpu# on the calibrator scale•
Divider ratio = _. IU0_?_ e . Release applied pressure.
Apply pressure in .... psi steps to--pslg and return
in equal steps to zero pressure.
_=_ Care must be taken to approac_ each pressure in the partic-
ular direction of travel to avoid any masking of hysteresis
001/
Applied
Pressure
(psig)
0
ID SLOPE Y-INTERCEPT
11 •54848RILE-02 .10717456E+00
AVE, DEV•
• 26367367 E-O 1
....... : .... : i : " ; :: - : t[ '. • ' . i . - . : : . : : a .
........ -----4 "----_! '.......... .....
, ---.;-:.... -
i !_ .. _._i-._ i_ ,_, ._ , _ __ ,
i, • ! t t " _ '
I i " , I_ ,, .... ] : ."%, ,
.... I .... I
I " : _ 1 _ i . '-I ........ .... _-......
• _ ' i i I . I _ .
' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' " ii'_ i........... +____ ;_, __.A=. _ .... L ...... + ..... :_L__ L_:;-. ...... J._: ..... t__ !_._ ] -.._L. _.i -- -- i _ :-
....... I l 1 : , ]
'71-- -T _ -:...... :..... J:-"..... i-" --+_"-- b -_---_ ...... ", -7- .... ,, -1
. t '. ,I . _- , ,;_1 ,: .:.I : i' _.I -. I -. .,I_;_- • .
-.. _0 ,o ¢- ¢,, o
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e
D. Dynamic TestinQ (cont'd)
, ,- ..... , : .... _ -
2e Shock Tube Testing
a. Install the transducer in accordance with Instructions dated
2 June 1964 #or coolant flow and static testing.
Transducer Location _ Diaphragm Position , _-/_
b. Establish coolant flow <through the transducer and al low
adequate warm-up time.
r ,,,-
c. Insert a burst disc in the shock tube and proceed
according to'instructions dated 5 June Ig_4.
Test Gas _Jll L Test Pressure _ _,3 psia
Driver Gas "j_ I_ursf Disk slze_sl
i 1 1 li-
d" Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camera
and record the following Inforn_tion
[-
-t.,
_-.:
._-, _ • : •
1
', . •
'17_ . •
, .,..
Date
Iw
iS
¢c
Ti_ P i ctu_e
No.
I
2
.,
. ii i , .1. r i
Vert.
IS
8#
#a
Horiz. Test
Sens. Section
• Pressure
" 6,
-, _._
, ,, | , i
e. 'Insert _ inch thick steel plate between tube flanges ahead of
Date Time
transducer and repeat Item d.
Picture
. _....
L
Vert.
Sens.
Horiz.
. ens.
_';i "
Test
Section
Pressure
pSla .
Inltlai-'-
Ti_e
_nd D_te
Pressure
psla
?
:57£.
•;'D
. i:i
-... ;..;.?;
. " 'i?-7(
• '_ft
• .:,"'_
J, 1
Burst
Pressure
psla_
Other Data: " _,_-- ': " " •
i ._ _, .... .............
Dynamic Tests 
9.5 
A-39 
in Shock Tube 
Picture Eo. I '  
Nat'l Freq.. 
(~'e  
Nat'l Freq. 
Picture Nc.. 
Vert. Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rise Time 
Nat' l  Freq. 
Dywmic Tests tn Shock Tube 
9.3 
A-40 
P i c t u r e  Nz. 3- 
- <S -LL -/L 
Sweep b t e  / ~As /L  
RLse  Tiare WI 
V e r t .  Sens. 
N a t ' l  Freq. 
A-41
10.
e
D. Dynamic Testin_ (cont'd)
, • , _ i.,_ I I ISi_.soidal Press_ C_ne_.tor
a. Install the transducer in the generator chamber.
coolant flow and allow adequate warm up t_e.
Pleni_Pressure,_O_O psig
f
zost Cas /f_/,_
Establish
Chamber Pressure . _..e_. 0 pslg
Diaphragm Poslt ion_
• b. At I000 cps, check peak to peak chamber pressure from out-
put of monitor transducer, and average chamber pressure
'from both test _d m_ttor .transducers.
Pc' test__._slg Pc,HO_____pslg pk-pk. /_ _ psi_
i ill ill i i II fill "i iii i [ II
c. At ench excitation frequency record output level for each
channel as
Frequcncy
(kcps)
indicated _,n the volt meter.
Monitor Output
, i
_,0
70--o-0
_-7 o-o
V/_,,-no,
i
....... i,
J , . . ,'.., .
Test Output
7 3 o_-0
|, ,
_7o_
.... _-,9e_
_7 z-a , , •
,3_¢,,-6 '
, , , , , ,
q _a
,, ,, , ,
| , , ,
Initial
TIJne
D?_e
_--.:3 0 _Lf
.°o
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TRANSIENT PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
'I I I I I I'
•ypo of r,a.sd._e,-:/_,ezo_/ec,c,.,_. " '
Manufacru,-er: _lAiLle_ r,alg41.r.._,t.m,._ _a. Model: _/_ /_¢
Other Data: _/'O/A _e_,_d_te1,_-. _/A//49_'7
RequesLed by:
Approved by:
Date Start:
Serial: fO_
Conductedby: ¢
A. Inspection
le Inspect transducer, especially for flaws or damage with a
stereo-microscope and Zyglo as necessary, noting cracks, dents,
imperfect welds, etc. (Attached photos or sketches as required).
2. Measu,:e transducer for complianqe with out liue drawing. Note
deviations :
3. Measuce leaka4e resistance from all ac[ive pins to ground
using the volt-ohml-st° Leakage resisLance = ..a_
m,
4. For strain gage type transducers, measure resistances using the
Wheatstone bridge.
l_Iput reslstanee = ohms.
Output resistance = ohms.
Initial
Time
Date
i ,,
A-44
o
B. Coolant Tes tin._
lo Install transducer in static test system in accordance with
instructions dated 2 June '64 for coolant _low tests and
static pressure calibrations. Use L_p- L_T fittings,
coolant inlet filter, coolant outlet sight-glass, and selected
gaskets.
N.B. These fittings are to remain on transducer throughout
the evaluation. Connect transducer to instruments and
auxiliary equipment. Follow manufacturer's procedures
for the adjustment of auxiliary equipment and allow
recor_nended warm-up time.
Transducer gasket
Ap- AT Set No.
Torque, in. lb.
/q
Adapter gasket F/_¢/_@#¢/¢_
Max. Torque /6"0 in. lb.
0
OuLput, mv
Auxillary equipment, Serial No{s) and control, settings
o Attach coolant and instrumentation lines for coolant flow rate
vs pressure drop test at rated average coolant pressure of
/_10"_ psig.
Flow Meter Serial No. _- _ . Flow Heter Constant /0_
Pin Pout
psig psig
0 0
/o _._- <27,.)-
0
_P
Pin-Pout
Coolant Flow
cps I pps
0 0 0
_o--e .z & o,o o.z_
O. _lJO"/_"0
/cr-_
,.5"-o I_/5,&
0 0 0 0
Transducer
Output
mv ! psig
.
,?7o
,_7¥
,_7_
, 97_
Coo lant
Temperature
mv I OF
_#, #t
Initl al
Time
Date
A-45
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B. Coolant Testing
_ one-half rated
/
on diaphragm and repeat it_/
Transducer I / Coolant
Flow O-tput _ Temperature
{ .,.,p,., mY j_aAl'g i mY i °F
/
pressure
Coolant
cps
0 0 0 o /l
J
0 0 0 0
Init ial
Time
Date
4. Reverse coolant flow by changing /_p- /_T fittings at transducer.
Repeat item 2.
Transducer
Output
my psig
Coolant
Temperature
mv OF
Pin Pout AP Coolant
P. -P
psig psig in out cps
0 0 0 0
Flow
pps
0
0 0 0 0 0
,[!::: ,i !
T_-- --;
!-
[; ".
i;,
i_!i ";
ii_i iii
i .,
!l! ti!_
i:! ii;_
ili ....
It
1 1,i]'
it!_',o
1 tl
,*!i
i ili_ii_
i_!li'7'_
tlU
F_
llll
iltt
!_1 ;I!'
iii ....
?.-w
iill'Ill
_, r . i.l,
• l .....
ii!:i_ii!i....
;i!illi!!l
!,il ;ii_ :_!;
: i: : _!i!
,ll,
; :L IU_
il _i ;i" t
'i1! .....
,,i, iilt i ;,
:If
iiii
,i,, ii{i : L;:
, !t'!,
; i_: ii;i
I,_i ;i;., [i
:}111
,".1 :!!!!
'"; ]tiit
""........._!!!]
ill _iil....
i!:.
!I! !_,:ii!
I:i :l_i
iii :_.
. i.'
.... HS_',:, i
fill
,I,t H-::
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B. Coolant Testing
Jm 3.
_p Coolantp Coolant Flow Outpu. t
psi= psig fl_ out cps Ipps my [psig
'""6. rDi:_:t::ct onal lead and repeat it. A3. Leakaoe '' _
o
B
Tag transducer for coolant conditions as follows:
a. Inlet Pressure /d_.O: psig.
b. Outlet Pressure _ 7_ _ : psig.
c. Average Coolant Pressure /_ psig.
d. Coolant FlowrateC,/_/ Ib./sec.
e. Inlet tube as determined by items B2 and BA.
N.B. All testing unless specifically directed otherwise, is
to be carried out under the above conditions until the
transducer is re-evaluated.
With coolant flowing observe zero reading during a one hour
period at 5-mlnute intervals. Report any significant shift
Time
of day
in zero.
;
Output
_W
:zlzo o, 92/,
/a O_
Timeof day
2...'_ 0
Output I ] TimeV of day
L/I
/./3
I./z/
U-O
Z, Completely purge coolant passages of water with dry nitrogen
• gas from static testpanel at 20 pslg max., Leave coolant lines .
• d c nnected ....
2. Apply_._______sig to transducer• Insert on appropriate
voltage divider to bring output on the mallbrator scale,
Divider ratio = __ O _ _ ....... • Release applied pressure•
_lb - Apply pressure in /O"O±:psi steps to2OV_pslg and return
In equal steps to zero pressure,
Care must be taken'to approac_ each pressure in the partlc-
.uler direction of travel.to avoid any masking of hysteresis
- _Qrother e_feCts.
Computing Identification _
Ascending f '
Pressure Output
_v)
1,1 ,
U
J-_7
Applied
Pressure
(psig).
0
.__.-
....__.0_ . _
_._?
' l _. l _ 1 1 l
n ll -- ,
: _.2_
;-2. f._ ,
iJ- 73
_3- 9?
Ill I
• _/. _r _-
' a-7¢,
a- 77
= t 1 "
l_ / O0 0
f-- _.
,_ I/o o
._ J._oo -:
'l>e OI .
-- J q 0 0 ' I l .......
/_0o
/7_o
i l
_,oo _ __
1
Descending
Pressure output
i 1
/.¢_
!
i •
"l l.
l
l
I
.In l
_..#7 "
i
-.._- 67
._._
| II • l ""-
.2.0'/
ii i
_-q9
-_ .7o
u
_ -_.gQ
_/-/o
I I
'4.70
.... _._' ,
Report apparent orroneo_s-data before proceeding with evaluation.
/.oF
I
• tU
2;- -2"
!?j ¢,-_
tU '.C'
0
t-- +
CL ' LJ
LL_ _-_
u.: _0
I-- Lf_
__ I_-
I Oc
f_d
0
I
LL_
tit: ,-_
-J ¢¢3
0
_d
_. -D
_0
I--
_'_ CXJ
it
Ii
M
it
i!
It
ii-
11
p?
!!-
ii
i-i
!r
!!-
*÷
M"
II
N
H.
tt
t_
!-t-
M
tt
÷+
*r
iJ.
t-L
M
i.rl
ii;
i-L
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6.
_e
C. Static Testinq (con_l'q)
, , . ', = . , ..,_ ,. , , ,, ,= , , ".
Es,ablish rated coolant flow and repeat Item C3. Hake certain
that zero pressure output has stabltzed before proceeding.
Seat transducer diaphragm• C_nputing IdentificationS•
Ascend i ng Ou+-
put Voltage
0, 77 I
/,/o_ o
=
1,52
/.o"7
,.z _o
2-.& Z.
.8.03
_ 3.1"I __
3._ c,
4._ 7' __
"q, g7
Applied
Pressure
(pslg)
0
3cro
qf/'_ ,,
#o-6
U1
nL / 2_ V-O
E_
!1)
u /_-ow
<
,,m
.==
8
Descendl ng Out-
/.02
.__..../, _ 3
/, _,S
3, o J:
|nitltal
Time
and Date
I
ID
6162
SLOPF
.2046_749F-02
Y- IHT F.P,CE PT
• 1001z_55_E+01
AVE. I)_V•
• 20310096E-[)I
C. Static Testin_ (cont'_)
5. Duplicate Item C4 to determin_, r,.=peotab|lify. Seat transducer
d | aphragm. Co_ipu t i ng t dent i f ! c oti on____t_a__.
Ascunding Out-
put Vo I rage(v)
/.//-#
/.37
2_o
_.;/ .
Applied
Prussu_o
(ps!g)
0
!
, ,/0"o
6 r.ro _,
_)
?-o-a gl
,
, ,4_,t-7 l /_,n,
,._rT.d,9_. i _ z.d ,¢'*,1
_scending _t-
put Voltage
A6/
/.¢z
/.r3
2..2..5-
2..6_-
_ 3.o_ .
,.@,f2
_ 3._'7
.Initi_l •
Time
ond D_te
I_] SLnP_ Y- I_,,TFP,C_ PT
_163 .2(-)45474q=-n? .oq3155nlH+flo
. l.g()() ] :,',,7_-t, ]
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D• Oynamic T_stinl (cont'd)
Initial'
Ti:re
and Date
ShOck Tube Testin_
a• Install the transducer in accordance with instructions dated
2 June 1964 for coolant flow and static testing.
Transducer Location _-_ Diaphragm Position _'/_f4_
,. . ..
Establish coolant f!o_through the transducer and allow
adequate warm-up time.
C• Insert a burst disc in the shock tube and proceed
according to instructions dated 5 June 1964•
Test Gas /_...._ Test Pressure _,3 psia
Driver Gas _ _,-st Disk slle_psl
L ,
d. Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camer_
aad record the following Information
Date Time
tt
Picture
No.
z
Vert,
Sens.
.... 4_
#t
Horiz .
Sans.
Test
Sect ion
Pressure
psia
6,3
d#
##
¢
Burst
,Pressure
) psla
"q : " "" 5-37
. ,, ..
e• Insert _ inch thick steel plate between tube flanges ahead of
transducer and repeat Item d.
Time Vert.
Sens.
Date
¢#
Picture
No...
o
Horiz.
._.ens.
! -..
Test
Section
I_e_sure
psma
C,J,
Burst
Pressure
psta
• I s I
lj
Other Data:
IO f •
I
I)ynaraic Tests in Shock Tube 
Nat’l Freq. - z 2 , ” P  
Picture No. 3 
Rise Time 
Nat’l Preq.  
Dynamic Tests in Shock Tube 
Picture No. 2 
V e r t .  Sens . ci~5 9./ c+, 
Steep Rate  AS /L 
Rise Time 
Nat'l Freq. 
Picture IT:. S- 
Vert. Sens . 
Sweep Rate mA+- 
c 5-5  * '1- 
R i s e  Time 
I Ja t ' l  Freq. 
10. A-56
D. __amic Testieg (tout'd)
3. Sinusoidal Pressure Generator
a. Install the traDsducer in the generator chamber.
coolant flow and allow adequate warm up time.
Plenim Pressure IO _O psig Chamber Pressure _4) psig
lost  iaphra P siti= 
bo
C.
Establish
Initial
Time
D¢_e ,,,
_-3o"_
At I000 cps, check peak to peal: chamber pressure from cut-
put cf monitor transducer and average chamber pressure
from beth test _ mo-_itor transducers. _/[
r , J i ,
At each excitation frequency record output level for each
channel as indicated n the volt meter.
FrequencS'
(kcps)
/,O
, , , ,,
i
i | i ,,ii
i
J
m
t[oni_:.,." _a£put
mv
,_, 3 _,a-o
/P7o
/_-#- o
/2..70-
?60
Test Output
mY
,760
/qTO
,u
12.70-
/,,,3a ,, ,
,,,',,_,o
• 10
9
8
2--
1
9.
8+
7_
6..
5-
4+
3_+
2_
|_
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Lr3_,,_Sl,,EFryr_.ssL._,__r,_y,_s_ou_C,'TLs
mnufactui'er: //'l'sag/,lie _'.s¢-i,'. dor_ r_,del: 6/6 A SetLaX:
Other Data:
Requested by:
t_te Stab-t: /_. !'/_o-
Conducted by:
Date Stop:
_<f,_ Z_-x£
2-7 __,. /?_-
V
A. Inspect ion
I n i tial
Time
Date
II Inspect transducer, especially fo, flaws or damage wikh a
stereo-microscope and Zyglo as ncc.cssary, noting cracks, dents,
imperfect welds, etc. (Attached pi_otos or sketches as required)
k,d . . <,/! o/l. .....
|, ,, ,, ,
2. Heasu,:e transducer for compliance with outline drawin,;. Note
deviat ions :
3. Measure leakage resistance from all active pins to ground
using the volt-ohmyst. Leakage resistance =
4. For strain gage type transducers, measure resistances using the
Wheatstone bridge.
Input resistance = ohms.
Output rdslstanee = ohms.
/_/¥--b_
l-t 4-_J"
oo
B. Coolant Te,s,t ina
Install transducer in static test system in accordance with
instructions dated 2 June '64 for coolant flow tests and
static pressure calibrations. Use LAp- /_T fittings,
coolant inlet filter, coolant outlet sight-glass, and selected
gaskets.
N.B__.._.These fittings are to remain on transducer throughout
the evaluation. Connect transducer to instruments and
auxiliary equipment. Follow manufacturer's procedures
for the adjustment of auxiliary equipment and allow
recormuended warm-up time.
Transducer gasket /_/_l_/___ Adapter gasket _
/_p- /_T Set No. /__ Max. Torque /¢_'O in. lb.
Torque, in. lb. 0 I0_0
Output, mv 004 ,O4
Auxiliary equipment, Serial No(s) and control settings
5o _ c,_q.J,.._, s/w __oz
xc_.._ :) ¢o lt,_,,'o 0,_,4o_.
• ,'
Attach coolant and instrumentation lines for coolant flow rate
vs pressure drop test at rated average coolant pressure of
/ _ psig.
Flow Meter Serial No. "
Pin Pout
psig psig
/_p
Pin-Pout
i
0
O
Coolant Flow
cps [ pps
0 0
2.St
0
0
0 0
,._"-o /3 0
0
0 0
0 0
/oso qSo
0 o
0 0
0
0
0
,IZ&6
0
• Flow Meter Constant/O_/
Transducer
Output
mv ] psig
a6¢ o
ii
,0,6q
o._ *t 0
o.'l z @
o, Tz 0
Coolant
Temperature
mv ] OF
.&o _o
• • 0 •
Initl al
Time
Date
A-6G
e
B- Coolant Testing
_ pin Fou_ _.p Transducer Coolant
Coolant Flow Outpu. t Temperature/
P -- Ipsi_ .v ]psi° ipsig _out cps IPps
o o o'_ o o //
_oo o
o
o
Tag transducer for coolant conditions as follows:
a. Inlet Pressure /_ _ psig.
b. Outlet Pressure _/ psig.
c. Average Coolant Pressure /0-_._ psig.
d, Coolant Flowrate • (Z,_ lb./sec.
e. Inlet tube as determined by items B2 and B4.
N.B. All testing unless specifically directed otherwise, is
to be carried out under the above conditions until the
transducer is re-evaluated.
With coolant flowing observe zero reading during a one hour
period at 5-minute intervals. Report any significant shift
in zero. Z_,_ _
Time
of day
3:ZS
Output
my
/-/._-_
Time
of day ,
I Outputmv
_/,._ °z.
,, --,F.s"_
_/.t/_ --./C
--/.'_J" . --/63'
[ Timeof day Outputmv
.e,,;e_.S- -/,6 ;'
--_.71
_,_
e. Static Testinq
• uJU ,,,,
1. Completuly pu__aUe$ of water with dry nitrogen
test panel at 20 psig max. Leave coolanf line9
__T_connectedT ...................
2. Apply _-_lT-_psig to transducer. Insert on appropriate
vottage divider to bring output on the c_librator scale.
Divider ratio = _-_,_ . Release applied pressure.
_e Apply pressure tn I_ psi steps to_/Opsi 9 and return
in equal steps to zero pressure.
Care must be taken to approac_ each pressure in the partic-
ular direction of travel to avoid any masking of hysteresis
Qr other effects.
Computing Identification /_ _
!
Ascend i ng
Pressure Output
(my)
./_" .o_
.,_.&l
d'.o&
_ 7.3"-; 7.q_
lq- 2._ /¢-7,3
/7.._ q
,_._./g ;2/o
_.¢.1o
,.t'/.Cu
27-0_ , ._?.o¢"
2f.¢i"
___%_-o_
qT._/
Applied
Pressure
(psi9)
0
3o_
Z/i 0
i
i _1
L _U rJ
o__ 7_ 0
_)t. _0 tl
o, c_o oi C--
i.o /000
C
,., i/ _o
Ul
is" 0 O
/;
112° _
/_ _,'
._reO
.
d
t
o_
tn
(1)
oil
¢'i
"o
r-
Ui
Descending
Pressure output
(my)
q;g/;
7.1_" 7.-tl
_ _._-_
I-?-o._
t&._t
17¢4
. .¢ _ .
._ LU .........
_ 4 f._o _._._1
,¢t.#.z
2,¢.e0,_. s_ff
Initial
Time
and[:)dt¢
NO.PTS.
62
ID
1631
SLOPE _ Y-INTERCEPT
• 49561935E-02 _t.' -.16670686E-01
AVE. DEV.
-71180521E-0
C. Static Test.inq (cent'S)
4. Establish rated coolant flow and repeat Iiem C3. I_ke certain
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D. Dynamic Te_stlnq (conrad)
.... l.... := _ ...........
Shock Tube Testing
a. Install the transducer in accordance w|th instructions dated
2 June 1964 for coolant flow and static testing.
Transducer Location _-_ _ Diaphragm Posltioe F_ _) _%
• i ,, !, , •
b8 Establish coolant flow _?hrough the transducer and al low
adequate warm-up time.
Ce insert a burst disc in.the shock tube and proceed
according to instructions dated 5 June 1964.
Test Gas ._ Test Pressure _,?-- psia
Driver Gas #_, Burst Disk size _'_o psl
1 ....
d. Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camera
and record the following information
Date Time
3.-_/s _
,i
Picture
No.
i , ;.
Vert.
Sens.
Noriz.
Sees.
Test
Section
Pressure
psla
/' _ J _
Burst
Pressure
psia
.,.. .
. • i,
, , , , ,,.
-- ,,,,,-_ • ,,,,, , i , ),,i
e. Insert ¼ inch thick steel plate between tube flanges ahead of
transducer and repeat Item d.
.Hot iz.
._ens.
t
).(
Test
Section
Pressure
ps/a
Burst
Press_e
psi a_
5-2o ....
_J L
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9.
i
llnitlai '
Ti_
iand Date
,, i ,
/
. . :: .
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Picture No. f 
Vert. sens. 5“vzt + L/L 
Sweep Rate ~ A S / C ,  
R i s e  T h e  
Nat’l F t e q .  
3 Pic ture  No. 
Vert. Sens. %U/L 
Sweep Rate ~ A / L  
R i s e  Time 
Nat’l Preq. 
Pic tu re  N:. 
V e r t .  Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rfse Time 
Nat’l Freq. 
9.5 
A-67 
Picture No 
Vert. Sens 
Sweep Rate 
Rise Time 
Nat'l Preq 
Pic tu re  N:. 
V e r t .  Sens. 
Sweep Rate 
Rise T h e  
h'at'l Freq. 
10°
I II
3.
D. Dyaamlc, _es_f_ (eont'd)
I I ' I I I I r I' I II II I ' I 'I II I II I
S_soldal l_essure C_nerator
a.
i
b.
-- "=' Co
/o _ ..
I I
At each e_itati_ freg_y record _t_at 1_1 for each
channel as indicated en the volt _ter.
/, 0
?
, , , =
J J , , . •
i . ,, i
, J]
Ji . .
, .., , - -
i i
, , 1 , ,
..,.,2,>$-
I Ila
/gS TM
, ,, , , i ii , ,
t
Test Output
.3 f.,.,--o
_ ,,.,
, . , , ,
i
, , , m
,,| i , , , ± | .... , j ¢ j,
69-V
I •
b. Check coolant supply level.
i
E. Hea_ lransfer Testinq
.... - _ -.- '_ " d I "1
Open Flame Test
a. Tnstall transducer in test apparatus and proceed according
to instructions dated
Diaphragm positlon_l_e_¢¢ _/_._ .
I1 I J I I III J J
c. Ice cold Junctions and check Instrumentation.
i J
d. EstaLIish coolant flow and allow adequate warm-up time.
Ill ,I Jll II I lUll
e. Prescribed operation conditions:
L T instruznent range o _ , my.
Transducer body temp. _e'/" , Transducer posltlo_, in.
Approximate heat flux 1.5 BTU/in2sec
"OK gas ------_ CFH, ------4_ psig Fuel gas 7__(,_ CFN /o _ pslg
fe Get data points I and 2 below, lgnite torch and complete
test. i
N. B= Hold coolant pressure throughout test.
Data
Point
I
Coolant off
2
Coo I ant on
3
Heat on
4
Both of f
Flow
cps..
41
0
Coolant
Tin
I .... mv
Transducer Output
_l I PSi
1
Attach &T _race to this form
II.
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FORM IO. 93e
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DIPAaTMI_T OF AZaOSPAC_ AND MECHAN|CAL _311LNC2E
_ENHEIM LA.BOEATOR|ZS FOE THE AEROSPACE PmOPULSlON SCIENCES
A-71
,.J_-24 ._5ORA, TOR_' ,EVALUAT1rONPR_ FOP, CURRENT WATER-COOLED FLUStt DZAPIIRA_H
TRANSIENT PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
Inn i i
NJnnfacturer: Model: PRP "_-.0"0
J-.,.
Secial: ....I07,
Other Data:
Requested by:
Approved by: __-.
Date Start: _JP"
Conducted by:
Date Stop:
le
o
e
o
A. InsEe,ction
Inspect transducer, especially foz. :flaws o_" damage wiLL a
stereo-mlcrolcope and Zyglo as ucccssa_:y, noLing c_acks, dents,
imperfect welds, eLc. (Attached pLoLos or skeLches as required),
Neasuce t_ansducer for compliance wlth ouLline drawi,a_;. Note
deviations:
• _ L I ,|',0, , , , , • , i
Measuce leakage resistance from all ac[ive pins to _qouttd
using the volL-ohm:st, I_aka_e resis_.a.ce =
_ ,, ,, ,o
megohm..
For 8train gage type transducers, measu,:e _'esis[ancos usin_ the
Wheats tone. br idle
1,,p.t - 3 3 {f
Output resistance = _ _._- 7 ohms.
Initial
Time
Da t e
_-P.f
e. Static .Testina
1" P I ',. ] t. _Li_{'l: Y- _,"l;:i:r, Hvf
': 2. :_r)_, 1 o6, (,7_-( z;.l_, ,{_ _:-_; ].. _g't / A t;/, _.,.){. 4-1_2t
t
.... -2'-Apply _ pslg to transducer, [nsel_ on eppropriate
voltage divider to bring output on the calibrator scale.
Divider ratio : _ _-_: . Release applied pressure,
-- - ,,,, , , , , i ,-- i i, , m i J , i i |
• 3.. Apply pressure In /U_::-:psi StOpS _sig and rl_TUrlt_
:- In equai steps to zero pressure,
Care must be taken to approacB each pressure In the partic-
ular dlrectl.on of travel to avoid any masking of hysteresis
elf other e/fects
Computlr_g Identification______ Z_I_ I0 I
,o •
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Pressure Output
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Report apparent erroneous :data before proceeding ilth evaluation.
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put Voltage
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has stabllzed before proceeding.
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1
De Dynamic Testln s (cont'd)
llll'_ l l = l.
2. Shock Tube Testing
.a. Install the transducer in accordance with instructions dated
// 2 June 1964 for coolant flow and static testing.
__--/ Transducer Location _ Diaphragm Position
S i ,ml i .
b. Establish coolant flow:through the transducer and allow
adequate warm-up time.
Cl Insert a burst disc in the shock tube and proceed
according to Instructions dated 5 June 1964.
Test Gas _ Test Pressure _,3
Driver Gas _,_ ' Burst Dlsk size ._-_
i i ll.
psia
psi
d. Photograph the oscilloscope display with the Polaroid camera
and record the following Information
Date Time Picture
No.
/
6.i
Vert.
Sens,
tl
i#
Nor i z.
Sens,
,5"-d
lO
Test
Sect Ion
Pressure
psla
_3
_-o E, 3
•, ,,/_ _,3, _--_o
Burst
Pressure
psla
_fo
d-_3-
e. Insert ¼ inch thick steel plate between tube flanges ahead of
transducer and repeat item d.
Date Picture
.d: ".:.
311
Time
•
Vert.
Sens.
Sd'
I-k)r i z.
._.en5.
Pressure
ps/a
,,6, 3
6,3
6,3
Burst
Presswre
psia_
Initial'
Time-
:and Date
.:q
:..-/<;.
:¢g
_:':L
..,_?',.
• ::._
'..%;
::.[;
i i I;_l- •
Dynamic Tests in Shock Tube 
9.5  
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Picture I?-. 5 
Vert. Sens. 3 IS’ -+- 
Sweep Rate t A+- 
Dynamic Test S in Shock Tube 
3 P i c t u r e  No. 
V e r t .  sens. 3 , ~  
R i s e  T- 
N a t ' l  Freq. 
Pfcture No. 9 
Vert. Sens. 3 t ~  -/& 
Sweep Rate /dA+-  
R i s e  T h e  
P i c t u r e  ME. k 
V e r t .  Sens. .? r c . k - - / L  
Sweep Rate /~AJ/L 
Rfse Tinre 
N a t ' l  Freq. 
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tD. _amic Testiu_ (COut'd}
Sinusoidal Pressure Generator
a° Install the traBsducer in the generator chamber. Establish
coolant flow and allow adequate warm up _ime.
Plenim Pressure/6 _O psig Chamber Pressure _-'0 pslg
Test Gas _. Diaphragm Pcsltl_n_
b. At 1000 cps, check peak to peal: chamber pressure from cut-
put cf monitor transducer and average chamber pressure
zrom both teut _ mOUitor transducers.
Pc' test.__..psig Pc,Mq_a__uw_1___psig pk-pk., y _.. psi 8
i : !'.1 J i J i
c. At each excitation frequency record output level for each
i
channel as indicated
Frequency
(kc_s)
' j" J
ii
/*0--
Z
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J
/d
,i
i
in i
n the volt meter.
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